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Introduction and motivation. It was previously shown that control-flow refinement can be achieved by a program specializer incorporating property-based abstraction, as described in [6] and applied in [2] to improve termination and complexity analysis tools. We now show that this purpose-built specializer can be reconstructed in a more modular way, and that the previous results can be achieved using an off-the-shelf partial evaluation tool, applied to an abstract interpreter. The key feature of the abstract interpreter is the abstract domain, which is the product of the property-based abstract domain with the concrete domain. This language-independent framework provides a practical approach to implementing a variety of powerful specializers, and contributes to a stream of research on using interpreters and specialization to achieve program transformations.

Abstract interpreters. Let $L$ be a programming language. We consider a program $p \in L$ to be a partial function of one argument (possibly an $n$-tuple), denoted $\llbracket p \rrbracket$, and assume that both argument and result are elements of a set $S$. An interpreter for $L$ is a program $I$ such that for all $p \in L, v \in S$, $\llbracket I \rrbracket(p, v) = \llbracket p \rrbracket(v)$ (or both are undefined). An abstract interpreter computes a safe approximation of an interpreter $I$. For the present discussion, we say that an abstract interpreter $A$ takes a program $p \in L$ with a set $\phi$ of input values, and computes a set of values as output. $A$ is a safe approximation of $I$ if for all $p \in L$ and $\phi \in \wp(S)$, $\llbracket I \rrbracket(p, v) \mid v \in \phi \subseteq \llbracket A \rrbracket(p, \phi)$. In other words, $A$ over-approximates the set of results that $I$ computes on elements of $\phi$.

In practice, abstract interpreters represent elements of $\wp(S)$ by descriptions in some abstract domain $D$. If $D$ is finite, an abstract interpreter using $D$ is a total function $\llbracket A \rrbracket : (L \times D) \rightarrow D$, that is, $\llbracket A \rrbracket(p, \phi)$ terminates for all $p \in L$ and $\phi \in D$. Although abstract interpreters are typically designed to terminate, domains that are infinite and abstract interpretations that do not guarantee termination are also useful; we can still gain interesting information from running them. In what follows, we define a mixed abstract interpreter that combines the concrete domain $\wp(S)$ with a finite domain $D$. In the theory of abstract interpretation [1], the Cartesian product $\wp(S) \times D$ is an abstract domain. The abstract interpreter $A$ used in our experiment has type $(L \times ((\wp(S) \times D)) \rightarrow (\wp(S) \times D))$.

Structure of an interpreter. Let us assume that an (abstract) interpreter operates as a transition system, though this is not essential. A state consists of a point in the program being interpreted together with the values of variables in the domain of interpretation at that point. For the standard interpreter, let $q$ and $q'$ be program points, and $v, v' \in S$ be the respective values of the variables at those points. A transition is $\langle q, v \rangle \xrightarrow{\delta(v,q)} \langle q', v' \rangle$, where $\delta$ is a function relating $v$ and $v'$ at the point $q$. A transition in an abstract interpreter over domain $D$ uses a mapping $\delta_D(\phi, q) = \phi'$ where $\phi, \phi' \in D$ ($\delta_D$ is sometimes called the abstract “transfer function”).

Transitions in an abstract interpreter over the product domain $\wp(S) \times D$ have two components corresponding to $\wp(S)$ and $D$ respectively: they have the form $\langle q, \{v\}, \phi \rangle \xrightarrow{\delta(v,q), \delta_D(\phi, q), \phi} \langle q', \{v'\}, \phi' \rangle$.
where $\delta$ and $\delta_D$ are the transfer functions for $\varphi(S)$ and $D$ respectively. Assuming that $\delta$ is the standard interpreter transfer function, this both computes the standard result as well as an abstract result in $D$. We will see that we can exploit the separate components during specialization. We assume that the initial call to the interpreter contains a singleton set $\{v\} \in \varphi(S)$, and thus only singleton concrete states are reachable.

**Specialization.** A specializer for $L$ is a program $S$ that transforms a program $p \in L$ with respect to partially specified input. We assume that $p$’s argument is a pair $(v_1,v_2)$ and that $S$ is provided with $v_1$. The result is a program $p' \in L$, i.e. $[S](p,v_1) = p'$ which satisfies the property $[p'](v_1,v_2)$. Specialization of an interpreter with respect to a program in $L$ is known as the first Futamura projection \cite{futamura1975}. We have $[S](I\ p) = I_p$, where according to the properties of interpreters and specializers, $[I_p]v = [I](p,v) = [p]v$. The program $I_p$ can be seen as the compilation or transformation of $p$ into the language of $I$. Values encountered during specialization are static or dynamic, in the terminology of partial evaluation. Functions with static arguments can be evaluated during specialization, while functions with dynamic arguments are not, and are retained in the specialised program. A binding-time analysis \cite{futamura1975} can determine which parts of the program to be specialised are guaranteed to be static.

**Abstract interpreter specialization.** Consider the specialization of an abstract interpreter with domain $\varphi(S) \times D$. In a state $(q,\{v\},\phi)$, we can determine that the program point $q$ and the abstract state $\phi$ are static, while $v$ is dynamic. This is because the initial abstract state is static (even if it is the “top” element of $D$) and in a transition from $(q,\{v\},\phi)$, where $q$ and $\phi$ are static, and $v$ dynamic, $\delta_D(q,v) = v'$ can be evaluated while $\delta(q,v) = v'$ cannot; thus the computation $\delta(v,q) = v'$ is retained in the residual specialised interpreter. Thus in the next state $(q',\{v'\},\phi')$, $q'$ and $\phi'$ are static, while $v'$ is dynamic. Furthermore, if $D$ is finite, then the static values have bounded static variation, which means that only a finite number of different values of the static arguments arise during specialization. This leads to a so-called polyvariant specialization. A transition of the form $(q,\{v\},\phi) \xrightarrow{\delta(v,q)=v',\delta_D(q,v)=\phi'} (q',\{v'\},\phi')$ is specialised into a finite number of transitions of the form $(q_\phi,v) \xrightarrow{\delta(v,q)=v'} (q'_{\phi'},v')$, for each pair $(q,\phi)$ encountered during specialization.

**Control-flow refinement by mixed interpreter specialization.** A abstract interpreter for constrained Horn clauses was written as a Prolog program\cite{gallagher2012}. The abstract domain is a product domain as described above, where $D$ is a set $\varphi(\Psi)$ where $\Psi$ is finite set of properties. The main interpreter predicate is \texttt{solve(Q,A,Phi,Psi,Prog)}, representing a state of the interpreter with a call to predicate $Q$ with concrete arguments $A$, abstract state (the set of properties $\Phi$ from $\Psi$ that $A$ entails), $\Psi$ and $Prog$, the last two being the set of all properties and the set of Horn clauses respectively. A transition of the interpreter evaluates two calls \texttt{delta} and \texttt{delta_D}, corresponding to $\delta$ and $\delta_D$ above. $\delta$ evaluates the constraints of the clauses, and the $\delta_D$ computes the properties for the body calls in the clause. When run normally, the interpreter mirrors the standard semantics, but in addition carries around the set of properties that hold. Consider the following example clauses considered in \cite{gallagher2012}.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{while0}(X,Y,M) \leftarrow X>0, \text{if0}(X,Y,M). & \text{if0}(X,Y,M) \leftarrow Y<M, Y_1=Y+1, \text{while0}(X,Y_1,M). \\
\text{while0}(X,Y,M) \leftarrow X<0. & \text{if0}(X,Y,M) \leftarrow Y>=M, X_1=X-1, \text{while0}(X_1,Y,M).
\end{array}
\]
The interpreter applied to these clauses can run a goal of the form \texttt{solve(while0(5,3,10),...) and terminate.}

The offline partial evaluator \textsc{logen} \cite{LOGEN} was used to partially evaluate the interpreter with respect to a set of clauses and a fixed finite set of properties. To use \textsc{logen}, each call in the interpreter is annotated as \textit{unfold} or \textit{memo}, and each argument of memoed calls is annotated as \textit{static}, \textit{dynamic} or \textit{nomvar} (meaning that everything below the top level of the term is dynamic). In the interpreter sketched
above, the calls to solve and delta are memoed, while all other calls, including delta_D, are
unfolded. The arguments Q, Phi, Psi and Prog are static, while A is nonvar. The specialised program
thus consists solely of specialised clauses for solve and the concrete constraints linking one concrete
state with the next.

**Example result.** The result of specialization of the clauses above, using the same set of properties
in the Psi argument as were used in [6] is as follows.

\[
\text{solve\_}2(A,B,C) := A>0,
\text{solve\_}3(A,B,C).
\text{solve\_}2(A,B,C) := A=<0.
\text{solve\_}3(A,B,C) := B<C, A>0,
\text{solve\_}4(A,B+1,C).
\text{solve\_}3(A,B,C) := B>=C,
\text{solve\_}6(A-1,B,C).
\]

This result is identical, apart from predicate names, to the result obtained in [6]. Polyvariance is ex-
emplified by solve\_2, solve\_4 and solve\_5, these being three versions of calls to solve when
interpreting a call to while0 in the input clauses, corresponding to different values for the static argu-
ments (the properties that hold) arising during partial evaluation. Similarly, solve\_3 and solve\_6
are versions of the interpretation of if0.

The implementation of delta_D reused code from the specializer described in [6], but the abstract
interpreter has a simpler structure than the specializer used in that work. This is due to the fact that
the operations handling unfolding, memoing, generalization and polyvariance are handled by LOGEN
and do not need to be included in the interpreter. Furthermore, it would be simple to replace the code for
delta_D with an implementation of an abstract transfer function for some other domain.

**Related and future work.** The transformation of programs by specialising interpreters goes back
to the Futamura projections [4]. The projections can be exploited by inserting more sophisticated in-
terpreters between a program and the specializer (e.g.[5][6][9][12]). The power of the overall program
transformation has been improved by combining specialization with abstraction [10][15][13][3]. The main
contrast to previous work on combining specialization with abstract interpretation is that we choose not
to integrate abstract interpretation in the specializer, but into the interpreter. Thus a simple partial eval-
uator (in our case LOGEN can achieve the same results as the more elaborate specializers incorporating
abstract interpretation. We argue that the approach of combining the interpretive approach with an ab-
stract interpreter has practical advantages such as modularity and ease of implementation. The same
transformation power of a sophisticated specializer can be achieved by interpreter specialization pro-
vided the underlying specializer is Jones-optimal and performs static expression reduction [8]. Often it
is easier to modify an interpreter than the specialization tool. Also, it only requires to reason about the
correctness of the interpreter provided the underlying specializer is correct.

The approach presented here needs further research. For instance, interpreters may be parameterised
by abstract interpretation domains; the ‘binding-time improvement’ of the interpreter is thereby done
only once. The approach is not limited to offline specialization; other specialization tools such as online
specializers and supercompilers may be used. Clearly, the interpretive approach lends itself to generate
specializers by the specializer projections [7]. These will be challenges for further investigations.
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